
With SDF Commodities, young
South African businesses can grow
and thrive in a supportive incubation environment

while larger enterprises has a convenient

and responsible channel for their Enterprise

and Supplier Development (ESD) spend.

Our ESD Services include:
- Business incubation

- ESD Administration and spend allocation

- Business support for growing enterprises

- Supply Chain Solutions

“Our commitment to our ESD clients is
that we will allocate compulsory ESD
expenditure in a responsible and
effective way, putting those funds
to work to grow young,
passionate startup businesses.”

We create a synergetic experience for 
Enterprise and Supplier Development by 
offering the expertise to ensure maxi-
mum business benefit at the intersec-
tion of BEE and ESD. Our entire ecosys-
tem works together to enhance the 
value of ESD spend, and to offer busi-
nesses a convenient and effective ESD 
solution.

Responsible, beneficial spend of the

BEE ESD budget

Effective fund allocation to
incubate young businesses

Facilitate supply chain management

to introduce growing young

businesses into large enterprise supply

chains for maximum ESD benefit

Find out
more about
our ESD
Services
here

How our service works
Depending on your ESD requirement and

the project requirements, we provide you

with a project cost with different payment

options to suit your cashflow.

www.sdfcorp.co.za
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A convenient solution

that truly works together

As incubated young businesses

grow, our Achieve It Training

Centre offers a convenient

recruitment solution from

qualified candidates.

With SDF Corp, ESD spend for

BEE implementation can be

effectively allocated towards the

support and incubation of

growing young businesses.

These businesses can then be

introduced into the supply

chains of larger enterprises

for maximum BEE points.

ACHIEVE IT
T R A I N I N G  C E N T R E
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